Ballot Argument Control Sheet A

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If an argument states that an individual or organization other than the author supports or opposes the ballot measure, or agrees with or endorses the argument, a completed and signed Consent Form is required.

Facilitate typesetting, and reduce the possibility of transcription error by sending an electronic copy of this form to the Department at publications@sfecv.org.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proposition Argument [ ]
Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Paid Argument in Favor [ ]

Opponent Argument [ ]
Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]
Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) Mitchell Omerberg
San Francisco Address [ ]
Signature [ ]
Email [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)
Name of Organization (Print) Affordable Housing Alliance
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization? Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information included in the signature is false, if you are signing as an individual and not an organization.

Signature [ ]

Section 3: Submitter Information

The submitter is the person who delivers the argument and supporting materials to the Department. If there is a question or issue with a submission, the Department will contact the submitter.

Full Name (Print) Raya Steier
Mailing Address [ ]
Signature [ ]
Email [ ]
Section 4: Information for Paid Arguments

Paid arguments must include information about the true source of funds for the publication of the argument. It is also required to indicate whether the true source of funds is a recipient committee. This information will be printed below the argument and the author information in the Voter Information Pamphlet.

The true source of funds for the printing fee of this argument:

San Francisco for a Fair Recovery

Is the true source of funds a recipient committee, as defined by CA Gov Code §82013?

Yes [X]  No [ ]

If the true source(s) of funds is a recipient committee, list the three largest contributors below:

1. Jeff May
2. YesBA Buena Consortium, U.C.
3. Affordable Housing Alliance PAC

Section 5: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include author information in argument text.

Prevent the coming wave of evictions by voting Yes on I.

Across the country, it is expected that millions of renters will be at risk of eviction as eviction bans phase out but unemployment remains. San Francisco is not immune. An estimated 25,000 tenants in San Francisco have not been able to pay their full rent. Tenants who cannot work and pay rent due to coronavirus will face a mountain of debt. Those who are forced to leave rent-controlled apartments may also face significantly higher debt. Prop I is a fair solution. It will relieve tenants of their debt, and keep them secure in their homes. Please join San Francisco's tenant advocacy organizations and vote YES on I.

Affordable Housing Alliance
Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco
San Francisco Tenants Union
Anti-Displacement Coalition
Eviction Defence Collaborative

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count: 117

Office Use Only

Total # of words = 117 X $2/word = $234 + $200 publication fee = $434

# of signatures submitted in lieu of publication fee = Receipt #

X $0.50/signature = Check #

Adjusted Fee Total = Amount Paid

Staff Initials
Bailout Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every bailout argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proponent Argument

Opponent Argument

Rebuttal to Proponent Argument

Rebuttal to Opponent Argument

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) ☐

Organization (Entity) ☑ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization ☑ Both the Officer and the Organization ☐

* Check if the first or identifying information is for identification purposes only.

If you are signing below, a signed original of this form must be attached to your Bailout Argument.

Full Name (Print) Sarah Sherburn-Zimmer

San Francisco Address

Signature

Email

Executive Director of HRCSF

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Prevent the coming wave of evictions by voting Yes on I.

Across the country, it is expected that millions of renters will be at risk of eviction as eviction bans phase out but unemployment remains. San Francisco is not immune. An estimated 25,000 tenants in San Francisco have not been able to pay their full rent. Tenants who cannot work and pay rent due to coronavirus will face a mountain of debt. Those who are forced to leave rent-controlled apartments may also face significantly higher debt. Prop I is a fair solution. It will relieve tenants of their debt, and keep them secure in their homes. Please join San Francisco’s tenant advocacy organizations and vote YES on I.

Affordable Housing Alliance
Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco
San Francisco Tenants Union
Anti-Displacement Coalition
Eviction Defence Collaborative
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.
For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.
If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proponent Argument □ Rebuttal to Proponent Argument □
Opponent Argument □ Rebuttal to Opponent Argument □

Paid Argument In Favor □ Paid Argument Against □

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) □

Full Name (Print) Deepa Varma Title (If Applicable) EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [Redacted]
Signature [Signature]
Email [Email]

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)
Name of Organization (Print) San Francisco Tenants Union
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?
Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Signature [Signature]
Email [Email]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure.
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization)**

**San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)**

**Signature**

**Organization (Entity)**

Name of Organization (Print)

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

- Only the Organization
- Both the Officer and the Organization

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only.

**Section 3: Argument Text**

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted, and in the last column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author information in argument text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B, I, BI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prevent the coming wave of evictions by voting Yes on I.**

Across the country, it is expected that millions of renters will be at risk of eviction as eviction bans phase out but unemployment remains. San Francisco is not immune. An estimated 25,000 tenants in San Francisco have not been able to pay their full rent. Tenants who cannot work and pay rent due to coronavirus will face a mountain of debt. Those who are forced to leave rent-controlled apartments may also face significantly higher debt. Prop I is a fair solution. It will relieve tenants of their debt, and keep them secure in their homes. Please join San Francisco’s tenant advocacy organizations and vote YES on I.

Affordable Housing Alliance
Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco
San Francisco Tenants Union
Anti-Displacement Coalition
Eviction Defence Collaborative

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.
For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.
If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument [ ]

Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]

Paid Argument in Favor [ ]

Opponent Argument [ ]

Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) __________________________ Title (If Applicable) __________________________

San Francisco Address (Where you are registered) ____________________________________________

Signature __________________________ Email __________________________

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author Section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) __________________________

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or position is needed for identification purposes only if you are signing as a principal officer of the organization.

Signature __________________________ Email __________________________

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization)** ☐

**Full Name (Print)**

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)

**Signature** ☒

**Organization (Entity)** ☐ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

**Name of Organization (Print)**

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

- Only the Organization ☐
- Both the Officer and the Organization ☐

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only. ☐

if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

**Signature** ☒

**Email**

---

**Section 3: Argument Text**

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italic, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author information in argument text.

---

**Format**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>BI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Prevent the coming wave of evictions by voting Yes on I.

Across the country, it is expected that millions of renters will be at risk of eviction as eviction bans phase out but unemployment remains. San Francisco is not immune. An estimated 25,000 tenants in San Francisco have not been able to pay their full rent. Tenants who cannot work and pay rent due to coronavirus will face a mountain of debt. Those who are forced to leave rent-controlled apartments may also face significantly higher debt. Prop I is a fair solution. It will relieve tenants of their debt, and keep them secure in their homes. Please join San Francisco's tenant advocacy organizations and vote YES on I.

Affordable Housing Alliance
Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco
San Francisco Tenants Union
Anti-Displacement Coalition
Eviction Defence Collaborative

---

*If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.*

Total Word Count
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition __

Proponent Argument ☐  Rebuttal to Proponent Argument ☐
Opponent Argument ☐  Rebuttal to Opponent Argument ☐

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) ☐

Full Name (Print) ______________________________________
Matthew Poland

San Francisco Address (Walk-in Signature)

Signature →

Email

Organization (Entity) ☐ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization section)

Name of Organization (Print) ______________________________________
Eviction Defence Collaborative

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization ☐  Both the Officer and the Organization ☐

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only ☐

Signature →

Email

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Prevent the coming wave of evictions by voting Yes on I.

Across the country, it is expected that millions of renters will be at risk of eviction as eviction bans phase out but unemployment remains. San Francisco is not immune. An estimated 25,000 tenants in San Francisco have not been able to pay their full rent. Tenants who cannot work and pay rent due to coronavirus will face a mountain of debt. Those who are forced to leave rent-controlled apartments may also face significantly higher debt. Prop I is a fair solution. It will relieve tenants of their debt, and keep them secure in their homes. Please join San Francisco's tenant advocacy organizations and vote YES on I.

Affordable Housing Alliance
Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco
San Francisco Tenants Union
Anti-Displacement Coalition
Eviction Defence Collaborative
Ballot Argument Control Sheet A

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If an argument states that an individual or organization other than the author supports or opposes the ballot measure, or agrees with or endorses the argument, a completed and signed Consent Form is required.

Facilitate typesetting, and reduce the possibility of transcription error by sending an electronic copy 24 hours after submission to the Department at publications@sfoov.org.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument [✓] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ] Paid Argument in Favor [✓]

Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ] Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Author Information

Declaration Related to PropONENT and OPPONENT Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the PropONENT Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the OPPONENT Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or Principal Officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print): Jennifer Friedenbach
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered): ________________
Signature: ________________ Email: ________________

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)
Name of Organization (Print): Coalition on Homelessness
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?
Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an Individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Signature: ________________ Email: ________________

Section 3: Submitter Information

The submitter is the person who delivers the argument and supporting materials to the Department. If there is a question or issue with a submission, the Department will contact the submitter.

Full Name (Print): Raya Steier
Mailing Address: ________________
Signature: ________________ Email: ________________
Section 4: Information for Paid Arguments

Paid arguments must include information about the true source of funds for the publication of the argument. It is also required to indicate whether the true source of funds is a recipient committee. This information will be printed below the argument and the author information in the Voter Information Pamphlet.

The true source of funds for the printing fee of this argument:

San Franciscans for A Fair Recovery

Is the true source of funds a recipient committee, as defined by CA Gov. Code §82013?

Yes [ ] No [x]

If the true source(s) of funds is a recipient committee, list the three largest contributors below:

1. Jeff Mast
2. Yisba Buena Consortium LLC
3. Affordable Housing Alliance PAC

Section 5: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include author information in argument text.

Homelessness could rise in San Francisco if we don’t vote YES on I.

We work with homeless people everyday, and we see firsthand the terrible impact of the pandemic. Deaths in the homeless population in San Francisco have tripled since March. Shelters have been closed or severely reduced, causing more of our unhoused neighbors to sleep on the streets. As unemployment continues, and tenants can’t pay rent, more vulnerable San Franciscans could end up without homes. Prop I is one part of the solution. It will keep tenants in their homes and provide funding to build permanently affordable housing -- the only real solution. Please vote YES on I.

Coalition on Homelessness
San Francisco Community Land Trust
Q Foundation
San Francisco Human Services Network

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Staff Initials

Office Use Only

Total # of words = 110  X $2/word = 220  + $200 publication fee = 420

# of signatures submitted in lieu of publication fee  Receipt #
X $0.50/signature  Check #
Adjusted Fee Total  Amount Paid
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

- Proponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Proponent Argument
- Opponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Opponent Argument

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) ___________________________ Title (If Applicable) ___________________________

San Francisco Address (Where you are registered): ___________________________

Signature ________________________________ Email ________________________________

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) ___________________________

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

- Only the Organization [ ]
- Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) ☐

Full Name (Print) ☐

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) ☐

Signature ☐ Email ☐

Organization (Entity) ☐ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) ☐

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization ☐ Both the Officer and the Organization ☐

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, ☐ if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Section 3: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark “B” for bold, “I” for italics, or “BI” for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author information in argument text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B, I, BI</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Homelessness could rise in San Francisco if we don’t vote YES on I.

We work with homeless people everyday, and we see firsthand the terrible impact of the pandemic. Deaths in the homeless population in San Francisco have tripled since March. Shelters have been closed or severely reduced, causing more of our unhoused neighbors to sleep on the streets. As unemployment continues, and tenants can’t pay rent, more vulnerable San Franciscans could end up without homes. Pro I is one part of the solution. It will keep tenants in their homes and provide funding to build permanently affordable housing – the only real solution. Please vote YES on I.

Coalition on Homelessness
San Francisco Community Land Trust
Q Foundation
San Francisco Human Services Network

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
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Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

- Proponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Proponent Argument
- Opponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Opponent Argument
- Paid Argument in Favor
- Paid Argument Against

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [Debra Lerman]

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) [San Francisco Human Services Network]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only. If you are signing as [ ]

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Homelessness could rise in San Francisco if we don't vote YES on I.

We work with homeless people everyday, and we see firsthand the terrible impact of the pandemic. Deaths in the homeless population in San Francisco have tripled since March. Shelters have been closed or severely reduced, causing more of our unhoused neighbors to spend the streets. As unemployment continues, and tenants can't pay rent, more vulnerable San Franciscans could end up without homes. Prop I is one part of the solution. It will keep tenants in their homes and provide funding to build permanently affordable housing – the only real solution. Please vote YES on I.

Coalition on Homelessness
San Francisco Community Land Trust
Q Foundation
San Francisco Human Services Network

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition
- [ ] Proponent Argument
- [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument
- [ ] Opponent Argument
- [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [ ]

San Francisco Address [ ]

Signature [ ]

Organization (Enter the full legal name of your organization) [ ]

Name of Organization (Print) [ ]

Who should be listed as an Author for your organization?

Only the Organization [ ]

Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check the title if the signature listed above is for an organization only.

If you are signing as an individual, check the title if the signature listed above is for the organization only.

Signature [ ]

Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Homelessness could rise in San Francisco if we don't vote YES on I.

We work with homeless people everyday, and we see firsthand the terrible impact of the pandemic. Deaths in the homeless population in San Francisco have tripled since March. Shelters have been closed or severely reduced, causing more of our unhoused neighbors to sleep on the streets. As unemployment continues, and tenants can't pay rent, more vulnerable San Franciscans could end up without homes. Prop I is one part of the solution. It will keep tenants in their homes and provide funding to build permanently affordable housing -- the only real solution. Please vote YES on I.

Coalition on Homelessness
San Francisco Community Land Trust
Q Foundation
San Francisco Human Services Network

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwriting. Information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Ballot Argument Control Sheet A

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If an argument states that an individual or organization other than the author supports or opposes the ballot measure, or agrees with or endorses the argument, a completed and signed Consent Form is required.

Facilitate typesetting and reduce the possibility of transcription error by sending an electronic copy of your ballot argument text within 24 hours after submission to the Department at publications@sfgov.org.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition □
Proponent Argument □
Rebuttal to Proponent Argument □
Paid Argument In Favor □
Paid Argument Against □

Section 2: Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an Individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) □

Full Name (Print) __________________________

San Francisco Address: __________________________

Signature __________________________ Email __________________________

Organization (Entirely in capital, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) __________________________

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization □ Both the Officer and the Organization □

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature __________________________ Email __________________________

Section 3: Submitter Information

The submitter is the person who delivers the argument and supporting materials to the Department. If there is a question or issue with a submission, the Department will contact the submitter.

Full Name (Print) __________________________

Mailing Address: __________________________

Signature __________________________ Email __________________________
Section 4: Information for Paid Arguments

Paid arguments must include information about the true source of funds for the publication or distribution of the argument. It is also required to indicate whether the true source of funds is a recipient committee. This information will be printed below the argument and the author information in the Voter Information Pamphlet.

The true source of funds for the printing fee of this argument:

Is the true source of funds a recipient committee, as defined by CA Gov. Code §82013?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

If the true source(s) of funds is a recipient committee, list the three largest contributors below:
1. [Name]
2. [Name]
3. [Name]

Section 5: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark “B” for bold, “I” for italics, or “BI” for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include author information in argument text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>B, I, BI</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

San Francisco’s Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington, DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let’s stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shanna Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count: [Total]
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.
For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.
If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]
Paid Argument In Favor [ ]
Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [ ]
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]
Signature [ ]

DISTRICT 4 SUPERVISOR

Organization (Entity) [ ]
Name of Organization (Print) [ ]
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?
Only the Organization [ ]
Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ]

Email [ ]

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
• Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
• Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name (Print)</th>
<th>Title (If Applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)

**Signature**

**Organization (Entity)**

(If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Organization (Print)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Only the Organization</th>
<th>Both the Officer and the Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only.

**Signature**

Section 3: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark “B” for bold, “I” for italics, or “BI” for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author information in argument text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B, I, BI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

San Francisco’s Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on L.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop L is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let’s stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on L.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

| Total Word Count |
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]

Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Paid Argument in Favor [ ] Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee, or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee, or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual or principal officer of Organization [ ]

Full Name (Print) [ ] Assembly member [ ]

San Francisco Address [ ] Title (if applicable) [ ]

Signature [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If applicable, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) [ ]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ]

Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee, or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
• Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
• Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name (Print)</th>
<th>Title (If Applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)**

**Signature**

**Organization (Entity)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Name of Organization (Print)**

**Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Only the Organization</th>
<th>Both the Officer and the Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only. If you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization.

**Signature**

**Section 3: Argument Text**

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author Information in argument text.

- **Format**
  - B, I, BI
  - [Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines]
  - [# of words per line]

San Francisco's Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let's stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition [ ]

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Paid Argument In Favor [ ]
Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [Dean Preston]
Title (If Applicable) [Supervisor]
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]
Signature [ ]
Email [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) [ ]
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization? [ ]
Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only [ ] if you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
• Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
• Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization)** □

Full Name (Print) □

Title (If Applicable) □

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) □

Signature □

Email □

**Organization (Entity)** □ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) □

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization □

Both the Officer and the Organization □

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, □

if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature □

Email □

**Section 3: Argument Text**

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author information in argument text.

Format □

Keep Text Within the **Vertical Lines** □

# of words per line □

San Francisco’s Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let’s stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count □
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for each additional author.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition [Blank]

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]

Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Paid Argument in Favor [ ]

Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition [Blank] being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition [Blank] being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print): Hillary Ronen

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered): [Blacked Out]

Signature: [ ]

Title (if Applicable): District 9 Supervisor

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the individual Author section and the organization section)

Name of Organization (Print): [Blacked Out]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ]

Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, [ ]

If you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Signature: [ ]

Email: [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition [Blank] being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition [Blank] being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
San Francisco’s Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let’s stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition □

Proponent Argument □  Rebuttal to Proponent Argument □  Paid Argument in Favor □

Opponent Argument □  Rebuttal to Opponent Argument □  Paid Argument Against □

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) □

Full Name (Print) Rafael Mandelman  Title (If Applicable) Supervisor

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) □

Signature □

Email □

Organization (Entity) (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section) □

Name of Organization (Print) □

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization □  Both the Officer and the Organization □

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, □

If you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature □

Email □

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure; or
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
San Francisco's Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let's stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Section 1: Argument Information

Proponent Argument □  Rebuttal to Proponent Argument □
Opponent Argument □  Rebuttal to Opponent Argument □

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) □

Full Name (Print) [Matt Haney]
San Francisco Address [Redacted]
Signature [Redacted]
Email [Redacted]

Organization (Entity) □  (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print)
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization □  Both the Officer and the Organization □

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature □  Email [Redacted]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
San Francisco's Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let's stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition □

Proponent Argument □ Rebuttal to Proponent Argument □
Opponent Argument □ Rebuttal to Opponent Argument □

Paid Argument in Favor □
Paid Argument Against □

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) □

Full Name (Print) Shanam Walton
Title (If Applicable) Supervisor

San Francisco Address

Signature

Email

Organization (Entity) □ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print)

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization □ Both the Officer and the Organization □

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only □

If you are signing as an Officer, the Officer shall be listed as an Author.

Signature

Email

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
San Francisco's Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let's stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]

Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [ ]

San Francisco Address [ ]

Signature [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization section)

Name of Organization (Print) [ ]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
San Francisco's Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on L.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington, DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop L is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let's stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on L.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument [ ]

Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]

Opponent Argument [ ]

Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Paid Argument in Favor [ ]

Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

San Francisco Address: [Redacted]

Full Name (Print): [Redacted]

Signature: [Redacted]

Title (If Applicable): [Redacted]

Email: [Redacted]

Organization Name: [Redacted]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ]

Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Signature: [Redacted]

Email: [Redacted]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
• Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
• Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name (Print)</th>
<th>Title (If Applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Organization (Entity)**

(If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Organization (Print)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Only the Organization</th>
<th>Both the Officer and the Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only.

If you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Section 3: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author Information in argument text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B, I, BI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

San Francisco’s Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let’s stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

*If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.*

Total Word Count
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition ___

Proponent Argument ___ Rebuttal to Proponent Argument ___

Opponent Argument ___ Rebuttal to Opponent Argument ___

Paid Argument in Favor ___

Paid Argument Against ___

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [ ]

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]

Signature [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ]

Name of Organization (Print) [ ]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ]

Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, [ ]

Signature [ ]

Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
• Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
• Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) ☐

Full Name (Print) _________________________________ Title (If Applicable) _________________________________

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) __________________________________________________________

Signature _________________________________ Email ________________________________________________________

Organization (Entity) ☐ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) ________________________________________________________________

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization ☐ Both the Officer and the Organization ☐

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only. ☐ if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature _________________________________ Email ________________________________________________________

Section 3: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author information in argument text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B, I, BI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

San Francisco’s Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let’s stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTIONS

Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

**Section 1: Argument Information**

Proposition __________

- Proponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Proponent Argument
- Opponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Opponent Argument

**Paid Argument in Favor**

**Paid Argument Against**

**Section 2: Additional Author Information**

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeas of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to Indicate whether the Author is an Individual or an Organization:

- Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [X]

**Full Name (Print)**

Sophie Maxwell

**San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)**

**Signature**

[Signature]

**Title (If Applicable)**

Former Supervisor

**Organization**

[Organization]

[Enter the Individual Author section and the Organization Section]

**Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?**

- Only the Organization [X]
- Both the Officer and the Organization

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

**Signature**

[Signature]

**Email**

[Email]

**Additional Author Information**

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeas of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ______ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
San Francisco’s Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let’s stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Már
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

* If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final. Total Word Count
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition 

Proponent Argument [ ] Recuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Opponent Argument [ ] Recuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]
Paid Argument in Favor [ ]
Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a non-supporter of this measure. A non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) John Avalos

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) 

Signature

Organization (Entity) 

Name of Organization (Print)

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only.

Signature

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a non-supporter of this measure. A non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization) **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name (Print)</th>
<th>Title (If Applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Signature** — [Sign here]

**Organization (Entity)** *(If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Organization (Print)</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

- [ ] Only the Organization
- [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, [ ] if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

**Section 3: Argument Text**

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author information in argument text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B, I, BI</td>
<td>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

San Francisco's Democratic leaders ask you to vote YES on I.

Despite the best efforts of our Democratic leaders in Congress, Republicans in Washington, DC have failed on the pandemic and the economy. As a result, we must take action here to protect those most in need. Many actions are necessary, and Prop I is an important part of the solution. It raises the transfer tax on properties valued at $10 million or more. Homeowners and small property owners will not pay more, and nonprofits are exempt. This will raise revenue to fund emergency rent relief and to build affordable housing. Let’s stand together against the wrong-headed policies of Trump and his extremist allies and vote YES on I.

Former State Senator Mark Leno
Assemblymember Phil Ting
Supervisor Gordon Mar
Supervisor Dean Preston
Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Supervisor Matt Haney
Supervisor Shamann Walton
Former Assemblymember Tom Ammiano
Former San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos
Former Supervisor Jane Kim
Former Supervisor Sophie Maxwell
Former Supervisor John Avalos

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count
Ballot Argument Control Sheet A

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If an argument states that an individual or organization other than the author supports or opposes the ballot measure, or agrees with or endorses the argument, a completed and signed Consent Form is required.

Facilitate typesetting, and reduce the possibility of transcription error by sending an electronic copy 24 hours after submission to the Department at publications@sfgov.org.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition
- [ ] Proponent Argument
- [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [X]
- [ ] Paid Argument in Favor [X]
- [ ] Proponent Argument
- [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument
- [ ] Paid Argument Against

Section 2: Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the [Proponent Argument or Opponent Argument] for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the [Proponent Argument or Opponent Argument] for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [X]

Full Name (Print) [Malaika Finkstein] Title (if Applicable) [President of AFT 2121]

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [Redacted]

Signature [Redacted] Email [Redacted]

Organization (Entity) [X] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) [American Federation of Teachers (AFT) 2121]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [X] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Signature [Redacted] Email [Redacted]

Section 3: Submitter Information

The submitter is the person who delivers the argument and supporting materials to the Department. If there is a question or issue with a submission, the Department will contact the submitter.

Full Name (Print) [Ray Steier] Phone [Redacted]

Mailing Address [Redacted]

Signature [Redacted] Email [Redacted]
Section 4: Information for Paid Arguments

Paid arguments must include information about the true source of funds for the publication of the argument. It is also required to indicate whether the true source of funds is a recipient committee. This information will be printed below the argument and the author information in the Voter Information Pamphlet.

The true source of funds for the printing fee of this argument:

San Francisco for Fair Recovery

Yes ☐ No ☐

If the true source(s) of funds is a recipient committee, list the three largest contributors below:
1. Jeff May
2. Yerba Buena Consortium LLC
3. Affordable Housing Alliance PAC

Section 5: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include author information in argument text.

135,000 San Franciscans have filed for unemployment. Help them by voting YES on I.

The numbers of San Franciscans who have been laid off, lost their small businesses, or have been unable to work due to coronavirus is shocking. And the impact is not equal, with people of color being hit the hardest. Those who can't work or who have lost work must use their savings for daily necessities, and many have been unable to pay all or some of their rent. Meanwhile, billionaire Jeff Bezos's net worth has grown by $75 billion during the pandemic. We must ask those with wealth to pay their fair share to help those in need. That's why San Francisco's labor unions strongly support Prop I. Please join us and vote YES.

American Federation of Teachers (AFT) 2121
Service Employees International Union (SEIU) 1021
International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU)
Ken Tray, Former Board Member of United Educators of San Francisco (UESF)

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Office Use Only

Total # of words = 131 X $2/word = $262 + $200 publication fee = $462 Staff Initials

# of signatures submitted in lieu of publication fee = Receipt #
X $0.50/signature = Check #
Adjusted Fee Total = Amount Paid
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTIONS

John Arntz, Director

Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition_I

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]
Paid Argument In Favor [ ]
Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an Individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) ________
San Francisco Address [ If you are registered]
Signature [ ] Email

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)
Name of Organization (Print) ________
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?
Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature ________ Email ________

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;


RN Chair SEIU Local 1021

Service Employees International Union Local 1021

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature ________ Email ________

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) ___________________________ Title (If Applicable) ___________________________

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)

Signature ___________________________ Email ___________________________

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) ___________________________

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature ___________________________ Email ___________________________

Section 3: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author Information in argument text.

135,000 San Franciscans have filed for unemployment. Help them by voting YES on I.

The numbers of San Franciscans who have been laid off, lost their small businesses, or have been unable to work due to coronavirus is shocking. And the impact is not equal, with people of color being hit the hardest. Those who can't work or who have lost work must use their savings for daily necessities, and many have been unable to pay all or some of their rent. Meanwhile, billionaire Jeff Bezos's net worth has grown by $75 billion during the pandemic. We must ask those with wealth to pay their fair share to help those in need. That's why San Francisco's labor unions strongly support Prop I. Please join us and vote YES.

American Federation of Teachers (AFT) 2121
Service Employees International Union (SEIU) 1021
International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU)
Ken Tray, Former Board Member of United Educators of San Francisco (UESF)

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count

# of words per line

Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [ ] Title (If Applicable) [ ]

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) [ ]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an organization.

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
135,000 San Franciscans have filed for unemployment. Help them by voting YES on I.

The numbers of San Franciscans who have been laid off, lost their small businesses, or have been unable to work due to coronavirus is shocking. And the impact is not equal, with people of color being hit the hardest. Those who can't work or who have lost work must use their savings for daily necessities, and many have been unable to pay all or some of their rent. Meanwhile, billionaire Jeff Bezos's net worth has grown by $75 billion during the pandemic. We must ask those with wealth to pay their fair share to help those in need. That's why San Francisco's labor unions strongly support Prop I. Please join us and vote YES.

American Federation of Teachers (AFT) 2121
Service Employees International Union (SEIU) 1021
International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU)
Ken Tray, Former Board Member of United Educators of San Francisco (UESF)
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument [ ]

Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]

Opponent Argument [ ]

Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Paid Argument in Favor [ ]

Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) KEN TRAY

San Francisco Address [ ]

Signature [ ]

Email [ ]

Organization (Enter the name of the organization in this section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) [ ]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ]

Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ]

Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
135,000 San Franciscans have filed for unemployment. Help them by voting YES on I.

The numbers of San Franciscans who have been laid off, lost their small businesses, or have been unable to work due to coronavirus is shocking. And the impact is not equal, with people of color being hit the hardest. Those who can’t work or who have lost work must use their savings for daily necessities, and many have been unable to pay all or some of their rent. Meanwhile, billionaire Jeff Bezos’s net worth has grown by $75 billion during the pandemic. We must ask those with wealth to pay their fair share to help those in need. That’s why San Francisco’s labor unions strongly support Prop I. Please join us and vote YES.

American Federation of Teachers (AFT) 2121
Service Employees International Union (SEIU) 1021
International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU)
Ken Tray, Former Board Member of United Educators of San Francisco (UESF)
Ballot Argument Control Sheet A

Proposition

Proponent Argument Rebuttal to Proponent Argument Paid Argument In Favor
Opponent Argument Rebuttal to Opponent Argument Paid Argument Against

Section 2: Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [x]

Full Name (Print) Manohar Raju
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)

Signature Email

Section 3: Submitter Information

The submitter is the person who delivers the argument and supporting materials to the Department. If there is a question or issue with a submission, the Department will contact the submitter.

Full Name (Print) Raya Steier
Mailing Address

Signature Email
Section 4: Information for Paid Arguments

Paid arguments must include information about the true source of funds for the publication of the argument. It is also required to indicate whether the true source of funds is a recipient committee. This information will be printed below the argument and the author information in the Voter Information Pamphlet.

The true source of funds for the printing fee of this argument:
San Francisco for a Fair Recovery

Yes ☐ No ☐

If the true source(s) of funds is a recipient committee, list the three largest contributors below:
1. Jeff May
2. Yusa Buena Consortium LLC
3. Affordable Housing Alliance PAC

Section 5: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark “B” for bold, “I” for italics, or “BI” for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include author information in argument text.

Prop I is a fair solution for tenants who cannot pay their rent.

A resolution passed at the Board of Supervisors prioritizes new revenue from Prop I to fund emergency rent relief for tenants who cannot pay their rent due to coronavirus. This is an important additional protection to the current eviction ban. Mounting debt will harm tenants ability to get credit to pay for daily necessities. It also makes tenants vulnerable to efforts by landlords to leverage them to leave their apartment. At the same time, small landlords who have not received rental payments also benefit, as they will receive up to 50% of the lost rent. We strongly recommend a YES vote on Proposition I.

San Francisco Public Defender Manohar Raju
San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin
Former President of the Board of Supervisors Matt Gonzalez
Eviction Defense Collaborative
Legal Assistance to the Elderly

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Office Use Only

Total # of words= 723 X $2/word = 1446 + $200 publication fee = 1646
Total Signatures:?
Staff Initials:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of signatures submitted in lieu of publication fee</td>
<td>Receipt #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X $0.50/signature</td>
<td>Check #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Fee Total</td>
<td>Amount Paid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition [ ]
- Proponent Argument [ ]
- Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
- Opponent Argument [ ]
- Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]
- Paid Argument in Favor [ ]
- Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition [ ] being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition [ ] being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) Matt Gonzalez
San Francisco Address
Signature
Email

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print)
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?
- Only the Organization [ ]
- Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature
Email

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition [ ] being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition [ ] being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
complete the following to indicate whether the author is an individual or an organization:

individual (or principal officer of organization) ☐

full name (print) title (if applicable)

san francisco address (where you are registered)

signature □ email

organization (entity) ☐ (if selected, complete both the individual author section and the organization section)

name of organization (print)

who should be listed as an author for your organization?

only the organization □ both the officer and the organization ☐

* check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, ☐ if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

signature □ email

section 3: argument text

the text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. you may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "b" for bold, "i" for italic, or "bi" for bold italic. other special formatting is not permitted. include author information in argument text.

format b, i, bi  # of words per line

keep text within the vertical lines

prop l is a fair solution for tenants who cannot pay their rent

a resolution passed at the board of supervisors prioritizes new revenue from prop l to fund emergency rent relief for tenants who cannot pay their rent due to coronavirus. this is an important additional protection to the current eviction ban. mounting debt will harm tenants’ ability to get credit to pay for daily necessities. it also makes tenants vulnerable to efforts by landlords to leverage them to leave their apartment. at the same time, small landlords who have not received rental payments also benefit, as they will receive up to 50% of the lost rent. we strongly recommend a yes vote on proposition l.

san francisco public defender manchar raju
san francisco district attorney chesa boudin
former president of the board of supervisors matt gonzalez
eviction defense collaborative
legal assistance to the elderly

if handwritten information or a revision is unclear, department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

total word count
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition □

Proponent Argument □  Rebuttal to Proponent Argument □
Opponent Argument □  Rebuttal to Opponent Argument □

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) □

Full Name (Print)  [Redacted]
San Francisco Address  [Redacted]
Signature  [Redacted]

Organization (Entity) □ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print)  [Redacted]
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization □  Both the Officer and the Organization □

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only □

Signature  [Redacted]  Email  [Redacted]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization)**

Full Name (Print)  Title (If Applicable)

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)

Signature  Email

**Organization (Entity)**  (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print)

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization  Both the Officer and the Organization

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only. If you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature  Email

**Section 3: Argument Text**
The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B, I, BI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prop I is a fair solution for tenants who cannot pay their rent

A resolution passed at the Board of Supervisors prioritizes new revenue from Prop I to fund emergency rent relief for tenants who cannot pay their rent due to coronavirus. This is an important additional protection to the current eviction ban. Mounting debt will harm tenants ability to get credit to pay for daily necessities. It also makes tenants vulnerable to efforts by landlords to leverage them to leave their apartment. At the same time, small landlords who have not received rental payments also benefit, as they will receive up to 50% of the lost rent. We strongly recommend a YES vote on Proposition I.

San Francisco Public Defender Manohar Raju
San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin
Former President of the Board of Supervisors Matt Gonzalez
Eviction Defense Collaborative
Legal Assistance to the Elderly

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
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Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition ___

Proponent Argument □ Rebuttal to Proponent Argument □ Paid Argument in Favor □

Opponent Argument □ Rebuttal to Opponent Argument □ Paid Argument Against □

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) □

Full Name (Print) Matthews Poland
Title (If Applicable) Vice President
San Francisco Address (Where official business is conducted) [Redacted]
Signature □
Organization (Entity) □ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)
Name of Organization (Print) Eviction Defense Collaborative
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization □ Both the Officer and the Organization □

* Check if the title or identifying information of the individual author is not provided for your organization.

If you are signing as an individual, please sign in the space below.

Signature □

Email [Redacted]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Prop I is a fair solution for tenants who cannot pay their rent

A resolution passed at the Board of Supervisors prioritizes new revenue from Prop I to fund emergency rent relief for tenants who cannot pay their rent due to coronavirus. This is an important additional protection to the current eviction ban. Mounting debt will harm tenants ability to get credit to pay for daily necessities. It also makes tenants vulnerable to efforts by landlords to leverage them to leave their apartment. At the same time, small landlords who have not received rental payments also benefit, as they will receive up to 50% of the lost rent. We strongly recommend a YES vote on Proposition I.

San Francisco Public Defender Manohar Raju
San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin
Former President of the Board of Supervisors Matt Gonzalez
Eviction Defence Collaborative
Legal Assistance to the Elderly

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proponent Argument [ ]
Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Paid Argument in Favor [ ]
Paid Argument Against [ ]

Opponent Argument [ ]
Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]
Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an Individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [ ]
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]
Signature [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ]
Name of Organization (Print) [ ]
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization? [ ]

Only the Organization [ ]
Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as a legal entity. [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition __ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name (Print)</th>
<th>Title (If Applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Organization (Entity)** (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Organization (Print)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Only the Organization</th>
<th>Both the Officer and the Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only.  If you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

**Section 3: Argument Text**

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author information in argument text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>B, I, BI</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prop I is a fair solution for tenants who cannot pay their rent

A resolution passed at the Board of Supervisors prioritizes new revenue from Prop I to fund emergency rent relief for tenants who cannot pay their rent due to coronavirus. This is an important additional protection to the current eviction ban. Mounting debt will harm tenants ability to get credit to pay for daily necessities. It also makes tenants vulnerable to efforts by landlords to leverage them to leave their apartment. At the same time, small landlords who have not received rental payments also benefit, as they will receive up to 50% of the lost rent. We strongly recommend a YES vote on Proposition I.

San Francisco Public Defender Manohar Raju
San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin
Former President of the Board of Supervisors Matt Gonzalez
Eviction Defence Collaborative
Legal Assistance to the Elderly

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count
Ballot Argument Control Sheet A

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If an argument states that an individual or organization other than the author supports or opposes the ballot measure, or agrees with or endorses the argument, a completed and signed Consent Form is required.

Facilitate typesetting, and reduce the possibility of transcription error by sending an email 24 hours after submission to the Department at publications@sfgov.org.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition
- Proponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Proponent Argument
- Opponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Opponent Argument

Paid Argument in Favor
- Paid Argument Against

Section 2: Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ..., being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ..., being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) Betty Trager Title (If Applicable)

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)

Signature Email

Organization (Entity) [X] (If selected, complete both the Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) Senior and Disability Action

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [X] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Payed Yes I-16

Section 3: Submission

The submitter is the person who delivers the argument and supporting materials to the Department. If there is a question or issue with a submission, the Department will contact the submitter.

Full Name (Print) Raya Steier

Mailing Address

Signature Email

Board, President of SDA

Senior and Disability Action
Section 4: Information for Paid Arguments

Paid arguments must include information about the true source of funds for the publication of the argument. It is also required to indicate whether the true source of funds is a recipient committee. This information will be printed below the argument and the author information in the Voter Information Pamphlet.

The true source of funds for the printing fee of this argument is San Francisco for a Fair Recovery.

Is the true source of funds a recipient committee, as defined by CA Gov. Code § 82013?

Yes [ ] No [X]

If the true source(s) of funds is a recipient committee, list the three largest contributors below:
1. [Jeff May]
2. [Jefferson Buena Conservancy LLC]
3. [Affordable Housing Alliance PAC]

Section 5: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include author information in argument text.

Advocates for seniors and those with disabilities urge you to vote YES on I

As activists dedicated to improving housing opportunities for seniors and people with disabilities, we strongly support Prop I. It will provide much-needed revenue to create quality, affordable, accessible housing in San Francisco. Vote YES on I.

Legal Assistance for the Elderly
Senior and Disability Action

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Office Use Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total # of words = 45</th>
<th>X $2/word = 90</th>
<th>+ $200 publication fee = 290</th>
<th>Total Word Count 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of signatures submitted in lieu of publication fee</td>
<td>Receipt #</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X $0.50/signature</td>
<td>Check #</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Fee Total</td>
<td>Amount Paid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Staff Initials

[Signature]

---

Note: The document contains a partial signature or initials that are not fully visible or legible.
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition ___

Proponent Argument [ ]

Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]

Opponent Argument [ ]

Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [X]

Full Name (Print) [Laura Chica]

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [Redacted]

Signature [Redacted]

Email [Redacted]

Organization (Entity) [Legal Assistance to the Elderly]

Name of Organization (Print) [Legal Assistance to the Elderly]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization? [Both the Officer and the Organization]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Advocates for seniors and those with disabilities urge you to vote YES on I

As activists dedicated to improving housing opportunities for seniors and people with disabilities, we strongly support Prop I. It will provide much-needed revenue to create quality, affordable, accessible housing in San Francisco. Vote YES on I.

Legal Assistance for the Elderly
Senior and Disability Action
Ballot Argument Control Sheet A

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If an argument states that an individual or organization other than the author supports or opposes the ballot measure, or agrees with or endorses the argument, a complete and signed Consent Form is required.

Facilitate typesetting, and reduce the possibility of transcription error by sending an electronic copy of your ballot argument text within 24 hours after submission to the Department at publications@sfgov.org.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition
- Proponent Argument  
- Rebuttal to Proponent Argument  
- Paid Argument in Favor  
- Opponent Argument  
- Rebuttal to Opponent Argument  
- Paid Argument Against  

Section 2: Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am the Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am the Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization)  

Full Name (Print)  Ella Tideman  

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)  

Signature  

Email  

Small landlord  

Organization (Entity)  

Name of Organization (Print)  

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?
- Only the Organization  
- Both the Officer and the Organization  

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only.  

Signature  

Email  

Section 3: Submitter Information

The submitter is the person who delivers the argument and supporting materials to the Department. If there is a question or issue with a submission, the Department will contact the submitter.

Full Name (Print)  Raya Steier  

Mailing Address  

Signature  

Email  

Phone  

Date of Signature  

Time/Date Stamp  

PAID YES 1-17
Section 4: Information for Paid Arguments

Paid arguments must include information about the true source of funds for the publication of the argument. It is also required to indicate whether the true source of funds is a recipient committee. This information will be printed below the argument and the author information in the Voter Information Pamphlet.

The true source of funds for the printing fee of this argument:

San Francisco for a Fair Recovery

Is the true source of funds a recipient committee, as defined by CA Gov. Code §82013?

Yes ☑ No ☐

If the true source(s) of funds is a recipient committee, list the three largest contributors below:
1. Jeff May
2. Yesha Buena Consortium LLC
3. Affordable Housing Alliance PAC

Section 5: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include author information in argument text.

Prop I will help small landlords. Homeowners will not be impacted. Please vote YES.

Big real estate corporations are going to try to scare homeowners and small property owners about Prop I. Don't buy the lies. Prop I only raises the transfer tax on sales of properties worth $10 MILLION OR MORE. And in fact, small landlords will benefit from the funding provided by this measure, which will help tenants pay rent debt — to the small landlord(s) who have lost rental income. This is a win-win for all of us. Please vote YES on I.

Ella Tideman, small landlord
Tas Welborn, small landlord
Simone Manganelli, homeowner
Robert Seigel, homeowner
Chester Hartough, homeowner
Winnie Porter, homeowner
Patricia Koren, homeowner

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Office Use Only

Total # of words = 195 X $2/word = 215 + $200 publication fee = 415

# of signatures submitted in lieu of publication fee
X $0.50/signature
Adjusted Fee Total
Receipt #
Check #
Amount Paid

Staff Initials
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition
- Proponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Proponent Argument
- Opponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Opponent Argument
- Paid Argument in Favor
- Paid Argument Against

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an Individual or an Organization:

Full Name (Print) ________________ Title (If Applicable) ________________

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) ________________

Signature ________________ Email ________________

Organization (Entity) (If selected, complete both the individual Author section and the Organization Section) ________________

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?
- Only the Organization [ ]
- Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, [ ]

If you are signing as an Individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Signature ________________ Email ________________

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Prop 1 will help small landlords. Homeowners will not be impacted. Please vote YES.

Big real estate corporations are going to try to scare homeowners and small property owners about Prop 1. Don’t buy the lies. Prop 1 only raises the transfer tax on sales of properties worth $10 MILLION OR MORE. And in fact, small landlords will benefit from the funding provided by this measure, which will help tenants pay rent debt – to the small landlords who have lost rental income. This is a win-win for all of us. Please vote YES on 1.

Ella Tideman, small landlord
Tess Welborn, small landlord
Simone Manganelli, homeowner
Robert Seigel, homeowner
Chester Hartsock, homeowner
Winnie Porter, homeowner
Patricia Koren, homeowner
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition: [Blank]

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) Simone Manganelli
Title (If Applicable) Home owner
San Francisco Address [Blank]
Signature [ ] Email [Blank]

Organization (Entity) [If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section]

Name of Organization (Print) [Blank]
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?
Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, [ ]

if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ] Email [Blank]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:
- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

**Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]**

**Full Name (Print) [ ]**
**Title (If Applicable) [ ]**

**San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]**

**Signature [ ]**
**Email [ ]**

**Organization (Entity) [ ]** (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

**Name of Organization (Print) [ ]**

**Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization? [ ]**

- Only the Organization
- Both the Officer and the Organization

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, [ ] if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

**Signature [ ]**
**Email [ ]**

**Section 3: Argument Text [ ]**

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark “B” for bold, “I” for italics, or “BI” for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author information in argument text.

**Format B, I, BI [ ]**

**Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines [ ]**

**# of words per line [ ]**

---

**Prop I will help small landlords. Homeowners will not be impacted. Please vote YES.**

Big real estate corporations are going to try to scare homeowners and small property owners about Prop I. Don’t buy the lies. Prop I only raises the transfer tax on sales of properties worth $10 MILLION OR MORE. And in fact, small landlords will benefit from the funding provided by this measure, which will help tenants pay rent debt – to the small landlord who have lost rental income. This is a win-win for all of us. Please vote YES on I.

Ella Tideman, small landlord
Tess Welborn, small landlord
Simone Manganelli, homeowner
Robert Seigel, homeowner
Chester Hartsough, homeowner
Winnie Porter, homeowner
Patricia Koren, homeowner

---

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Ballot Argument Control Sheet A

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If an argument states that an individual or organization other than the author supports or opposes the ballot measure, or agrees with or endorses the argument, a completed and signed Consent Form is required.

Facilitate typesetting, and reduce the possibility of transcription error by sending an electronic copy of your ballot argument text within 24 hours after submission to the Department at publications@sfgov.org.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition □  Paid Argument In Favor □
Proponent Argument □  Rebuttal to Proponent Argument □
Opponent Argument □  Paid Argument Against □

Section 2: Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition □ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) □

Full Name (Print) □  Title (If Applicable) □
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) □
Signature □  Email □
Organization (Entity) □ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and Organization section)
Name of Organization (Print) □

Who should be listed as an Author for your organization?

Only the Organization □  Both the Officer and the Organization □

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature □  Email □

Section 3: Submitter Information

The submitter is the person who delivers the argument and supporting materials to the Department. If there is a question or issue with a submission, the Department will contact the submitter.

Full Name (Print) □  Phone □
Mailing Address □
Signature □  Email □
Section 4: Information for Paid Arguments

Paid arguments must include information about the true source of funds for the publication of the argument. It is also required to indicate whether the true source of funds is a recipient committee. This information will be printed below the argument and the author information in the Voter Information Pamphlet.

The true source of funds for the printing fee of this argument:

Is the true source of funds a recipient committee, as defined by CA Gov. Code §92013?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

If the true source(s) of funds is a recipient committee, list the three largest contributors below:

1. 
2. 
3. 

Section 5: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include author information in argument text.

Format

| B | I | BI |

Prop I will help small landlords. Homeowners will not be impacted. Please vote YES.

Big real estate corporations are going to try to scare homeowners and small property owners about Prop I. Don’t buy the lies. Prop I only raises the transfer tax on sales of properties worth $10 MILLION OR MORE. And in fact, small landlords will benefit from the funding provided by this measure, which will help tenants pay rent debt— to the small landlords who have lost rental income. This is a win-win for all of us. Please vote YES on I.

Ella Tideman, small landlord
Tess Welborn, small landlord
Simone Manganelli, homeowner
Robert Seigel, homeowner
Chester Hartsough, homeowner
Winnie Porter, homeowner
Patricia Koren, homeowner

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Staff Initials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total # of words</th>
<th>X $2/word</th>
<th>+ $200 publication fee</th>
<th>Receipt #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of signatures submitted in lieu of publication fee</td>
<td>X $0.50/signature</td>
<td>Check #</td>
<td>Amount Paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Fee Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO  
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTIONS

Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

- Proponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Proponent Argument
- Opponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Opponent Argument

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [Chester Hartsoough] Title (If Applicable) [Homeowner]

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Organization (Name) [ ]

Author section and the Organization Section)

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

- Only the Organization [ ]
- Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Prop I will help small landlords. Homeowners will not be impacted. Please vote YES.

Big real estate corporations are going to try to scare homeowners and small property owners about Prop I. Don't buy the lies. Prop I only raises the transfer tax on sales of properties worth $10 MILLION OR MORE. And in fact, small landlords will benefit from the funding provided by this measure, which will help tenants pay rent debt -- to the small landlords who have lost rental income. This is a win-win for all of us. Please vote YES on I.

Ella Tideman, small landlord
Tess Welborn, small landlord
Simone Manganelli, homeowner
Robert Seigel, homeowner
Chester Hartsough, homeowner
Winnie Porter, homeowner
Patricia Koren, homeowner
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Paid Argument in Favor [ ]
Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)

Full Name (Print) Winnie J. Porter

Signature [ ]

Organization Name (Enter Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print)

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, [ ]

If you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Prop I will help small landlords. Homeowners will not be impacted. Please vote YES.

Big real estate corporations are going to try to scare homeowners and small property owners about Prop I. Don’t buy the lies. Prop I only raises the transfer tax on sales of properties worth $10 MILLION OR MORE. And in fact, small landlords will benefit from the funding provided by this measure, which will help tenants pay rent debt — to the small landlords who have lost rental income. This is a win-win for all of us. Please vote YES on I.

Ella Tideman, small landlord
Tess Welborn, small landlord
Simone Manganelli, homeowner
Robert Seigel, homeowner
Chester Hartsough, homeowner
Winnie Porter, homeowner
Patricia Koren, homeowner

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet B must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition
- Proponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Proponent Argument
- Opponent Argument
- Rebuttal to Opponent Argument

Paid Argument in Favor
- Paid Argument Against

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) ☑

Full Name (Print) PATRICIA KOREN

San Francisco Address (Where you are registered)

Signature

Organization (Entity) ☐ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print)

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization ☐ Both the Officer and the Organization ☐

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only. ☐ If you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) [ ] Title (If Applicable) [ ]
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)
Name of Organization (Print) [ ]
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?
Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Section 3: Argument Text
The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author Information in argument text.

Format B, I, BI # of words per line

Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines

Prop I will help small landlords. Homeowners will not be impacted. Please vote YES.

Big real estate corporations are going to try to scare homeowners and small property owners about Prop I. Don’t buy the lies. Prop I only raises the transfer tax on sales of properties worth $10 MILLION OR MORE. And in fact, small landlords will benefit from the funding provided by this measure, which will help tenants pay rent debt — to the small landlords who have lost rental income. This is a win-win for all of us. Please vote YES on I.

Elia Tideman, small landlord
Tess Welborn, small landlord
Simone Manganelli, homeowner
Robert Seigel, homeowner
Chester Hartsough, homeowner
Winnie Porter, homeowner
Patricia Koren, homeowner

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count
Ballot Argument Control Sheet A

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information. If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If an argument states that an individual or organization other than the author supports or opposes the ballot measure, or agrees with or endorses the argument, a completed and signed Consent Form is required.

Facilitate type setting, and reduce the possibility of transcription error by sending an electronic copy 24 hours after submission to the Department at publications@sfgov.org.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition 1

Proponent Argument ☐ Rebuttal to Proponent Argument ☐ Paid Argument in Favor ☑

Opponent Argument ☐ Rebuttal to Opponent Argument ☐ Paid Argument Against ☐

Section 2: Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ___ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) ☐

Full Name (Print) SASHA CUTTLER
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [Redacted]
Signature [Redacted]

Organization (Entity) ☑ (if selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print) Service Employees International Union Local 1021
Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization ☐ Both the Officer and the Organization ☑

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only. If you are signing as an individual and not on behalf of an organization, ☑

Signature [Redacted]

Section 3: Submitter Information

The submitter is the person who delivers the argument and supporting materials to the Department. If there is a question or issue with a submission, the Department will contact the submitter.

Full Name (Print) Koya Steier
Mailing Address [Redacted]
Signature [Redacted]
Section 4: Information for Paid Arguments

Paid arguments must include information about the true source of funds for the publication of the argument. It is also required to indicate whether the true source of funds is a recipient committee. This information will be printed below the argument and the author information in the Voter Information Pamphlet.

The true source of funds for the printing fee of this argument:

San Franciscans for a Fair Recovery

Is the true source of funds a recipient committee, as defined by CA Gov. Code §§20137?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

If the true source(s) of funds is a recipient committee, list the three largest contributors below:
1. Jeff May
2. Yes on Baena Consortium, LLC
3. Affordable Housing Alliance, PAC

Section 5: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include author information in argument text.

Format
B, I, BI

Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines

# of words per line

Frontline healthcare workers need affordable housing. Please vote YES on I.

Our workers put their lives on the line to care for the thousands of San Franciscans who have tested positive for coronavirus. Some have paid a high price, being exposed to the virus themselves. At the same time, despite their hard work, many can’t afford to live in San Francisco because of the high costs of housing. Prop I will bring more funding to construct permanently affordable housing to keep our frontline healthcare and emergency workers living in the city. Please vote YES on I.

Service Employees International Union (SEIU) 1021
Diane Persoon, Registered Nurse
Mercedes Garay, Registered Nurse
Tara Connor, Registered Nurse

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.

Total Word Count 106

Office Use Only

Total # of words = 106 X $2/word = $212.00 + $200 publication fee = $412.00

# of signatures submitted in lieu of publication fee
X $0.50/signature
Adjustment Fee Total

Staff Initials
Receipt #
Check #
Amount Paid
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTIONS

Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

Control Sheet A must be submitted for every ballot argument, with required signatures and author information.

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

If your argument has more than one author, you must also submit Control Sheet B with required signatures and information for all additional authors.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition: [ ]

Proponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Proponent Argument [ ]
Opponent Argument [ ] Rebuttal to Opponent Argument [ ]

Paid Argument in Favor [ ]
Paid Argument Against [ ]

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [ ]

Full Name (Print) MERCEDES CARAY [ ]

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered) [ ]

Signature [ ]

Organization (Entity) [ ] (If applicable, complete both the Individual/Principal section and the Organization section)

Name of Organization (Print) [ ]

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature [ ] Email [ ]

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Frontline healthcare workers need affordable housing. Please vote "YES" on Prop L.

Our workers put their lives on the line to care for the thousands of San Franciscans with COVID-19. Many have tested positive for the virus themselves. At the same time, thousands of people are unable to find affordable housing in the city. Prop L will bring more funding to build more permanent affordable housing throughout the city. USA NOW!

Service Employees International Union (SEIU) 1021
Diane Carter, Registered Nurse
Mercedes Carey, Registered Nurse
Tara Connor, Registered Nurse

If handwritten information or a.revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition __

Proponent Argument ☐ Rebuttal to Proponent Argument ☐ Paid Argument in Favor ☐
Opponent Argument ☐ Rebuttal to Opponent Argument ☐ Paid Argument Against ☐

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) ☑

Full Name (Print) Diane Person
San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)
Signature → Email

Organization (Entity) ☐ (If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section)

Name of Organization (Print)
Only the Organization ☐ Both the Officer and the Organization ☐

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature → Email

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition ____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee; or
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual (or principal officer of Organization)</th>
<th>[ ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name (Print)</th>
<th>Title (If Applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

San Francisco Address (Where you are Registered)

| [ ]                |                       |

Signature

Email

Organization (Entity) [If selected, complete both the Individual Author section and the Organization Section]

| [ ]                |                       |

Name of Organization (Print)

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Only the Organization</th>
<th>Both the Officer and the Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only, [ ] if you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

| [ ]                |                       |

Section 3: Argument Text

The text of your argument will be printed exactly as submitted. Ensure that your argument meets the legal word limit. You may request that specific argument text be printed in bold, italic, or bold italic type. Type your argument with the desired formatting, or underline the argument text to be formatted and in the left column, mark "B" for bold, "I" for italics, or "BI" for bold italics. Other special formatting is not permitted. Include Author Information in argument text.

Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B, I, BI</th>
<th>Keep Text Within the Vertical Lines</th>
<th># of words per line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frontline healthcare workers need affordable housing. Please vote YES on I.

Our workers put their lives on the line to care for the thousands of San Franciscans who have tested positive for coronavirus. Some have paid a high price, being exposed to the virus themselves. At the same time, despite their hard work, many can’t afford to live in San Francisco because of the high costs of housing. Prop I will bring more funding to construct permanently affordable housing to keep our frontline healthcare and emergency workers living in the city. Please vote YES on I.

Service Employees International Union (SEIU) 1021
Diane Person, Registered Nurse
Mercedes Garay, Registered Nurse
Tara Connor, Registered Nurse

If handwritten information or a revision is unclear, Department staff will interpret the handwritten information to the best of their abilities; this interpretation is final.
Ballot Argument Control Sheet B

For an argument submitted on behalf of an organization, the "Individual" section must also be completed by a principal officer of the organization who must be a registered San Francisco voter.

Section 1: Argument Information

Proposition

Proponent Argument

Rebuttal to Proponent Argument

Paid Argument in Favor

Opponent Argument

Rebuttal to Opponent Argument

Paid Argument Against

Section 2: Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the adoption of the measure.

Complete the following to indicate whether the Author is an individual or an organization:

Individual (or principal officer of Organization) [✓]

Full Name (Print) Tara Connor

San Francisco Address

Signature

Email

Organization (Entity) [ ] If selected, complete both the Individual Author section a

Name of Organization (Print)

Who should be listed as an Author for your Organization?

Only the Organization [ ] Both the Officer and the Organization [ ]

* Check if the title or identifying information is for identification purposes only. [ ] If you are signing as an individual and not of behalf of an organization.

Signature

Email

Additional Author Information

Declaration Related to Proponent and Opponent Arguments

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Proponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Non-supporter of this measure. A Non-supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in opposition to the measure;
- Has received or been promised any compensation or thing of value from such a committee to perform consulting services for that committee;
- Has authorized their name or likeness to appear on campaign literature or in advertising that advocates for the defeat of the measure.

I attest under the penalty of perjury that I am an Author of the Opponent Argument for Proposition _____ being submitted and that I am not a Supporter of this measure. A Supporter is defined as a person who, with respect to a measure:

- Is a treasurer, officer, or member of a committee that has made or plans to make expenditures in support of the measure;
Frontline healthcare workers need affordable housing. Please vote YES on I.

Our workers put their lives on the line to care for the thousands of San Franciscans who have tested positive for coronavirus. Some have paid a high price, being exposed to the virus themselves. At the same time, despite their hard work, many can't afford to live in San Francisco because of the high costs of housing. Prop I will bring more funding to construct permanently affordable housing to keep our frontline healthcare and emergency workers living in the city. Please vote YES on I.

Service Employees International Union (SEIU) 1021
Diane Person, Registered Nurse
Mercedes Garay, Registered Nurse
Tara Connor, Registered Nurse